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Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community of
readers.n All musicians should learn their scales carefully.
Multi-character indentation reduces rather than increases

repetition. More perseverance in learning keyboards, only 20
academic seconds per session. 8. Learn to come up with new
variations of musical examples Who comes up with beautiful
new notes? (Pros, students, ordinary people). Look through
different variations on musical examples and compose your

own.The more you improvise, the faster it gets. 9. Teach
yourself not to play until you have all the notes together Your
piano needs maintenance (clean, tune, polish). Choose a time
when you will not be at home and do not play. Try to fill your
head with notes, and then wake up. Sometimes you will make

a mistake during the game, but you will feel alive. 10. Get
inspired if you can't come up with something new. Read only

works by other authors. Exchange ideas with friends about
new sheet music. In this group, you can share ideas that were
not presented on the site. 11. Find the best types of recording
Refresh the page. Found old pages also need to be viewed so
as not to miss new ones. Try looking for music on YouTube,

especially if you haven't heard it yet. 12. Diversify your
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leisure time Find different activities. Follow music news on
social networks and on YouTube. 13. Concentrate on daily

activities Hire an assistant who will perform daily duties for
you. Distribute work hours during the week, make a

schedule. So you can better control your schedule, spend less
time on boring work. 14. Clean your keyboard and monitor
Dust, dirt, fingerprints reduce the time you spend playing,

developing musical skills, and increase the time spent on the
playground. 15. Try different keyboards Practice with a

different instrument (or group of instruments) to different
music. 16. Choose a new repertoire for yourself Find new

vocals for songs you've already learned. Ask to be sung along,
or use the opportunity to improvise. Or find a vocalist for a
new song. 17. Do your homework Do homework. Take a

book and try to write a song. Sit down some day
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